I AM A CHILD A SAFE WORLD IS MY HUMAN RIGHT
Akçalı İlköğretim Okulu
Bartın/TURKEY
Here are the five questions for the chapter of ‘’I am a child, safety on the roads is my human right
Please, ask the questions to the number of 25, 50 or 100 pupils.
Try to ask as many students as up to a hundred

If you had a magic wand, where would you touch it first in order to prevent the traffic accidents ?
( This question aims to find out the most important factor to pupils causing traffic accidents.)
a) Roads
0%
b) Cars
16%
c) Drivers
84%
d) Traffic Signs
0%
e) Pedestrians
0%

If you were a car, what sort of drivers wouldn’t you want to travel with ?
a) a driver putting on a make-up while driving
b) a driver listening to loud music while driving
c) a driver smoking while driving
d) a driver eating and drinking while driving
e) A driver wearing a pair of high-heeled shoes

20%
4%
32%
16%
28%

If you were a traffic police officer, which of the followings would you write the biggest fine ticket?
a) a driver having drunk alcohol
b) a driver without fastening seatbelt
c) a driver exceeding speed limit
d) A driver letting his/her children sit in the front
seat
e) A driver passing at the wrong light

76%
4%
16%
4%
0%

If you saw your school bus driver constantly talking on his/her mobile, what would you do?
a) I would do nothing
b) I would warn him
c) I would tell my teacher
d) I would tell my family
e) I would call the police

8%
68%
8%
4%
12%

Imagine that you want to go to a playground and you have to cross the road but it is not a controlled
crossing and the traffic is too busy. What would you do in this situations?
a)I would cross the road on my own when
32%
considering it is safe
b) I would put my hand up to stop the cars
40%
c) I would ask for a help of an adult
4%
d) I would go to nearest controlled crossing and
23%
then cross
e) I would give up the idea of crossing
0%

If you saw a mother with a baby in a stroller on a pavement stucked by the products of a shop, and
she can’t walk forward, what would you do?
a) I would do nothing
8%
b) I would give her a hand to carry the stroller
20%
c) I would warn the shop to take them away
0%
d) I would pull the products away on my own
0%
e)I would complain the related local goverment
72%

PS. I have put an extra question as I couldn’t eleminate one of them.

